B U SINESS RES ULTS
• Inventory accuracy increased
from 84% to 95%

Leading manufacturer of construction and mining
equipment improves its competitiveness by implementing
Serenic Software’s Material Management System (MMS)

• Increase of picking rate to
99.83%
• $500,000 in annual labor
savings due to automation of
processes and elimination of
non-value added activities
• Automated cycle counting via
real-time system processes

The Challenge
A major North American manufacturer of mining and industrial machinery decided to
implement a “lean manufacturing” strategy in order to improve its efficiency and profitability.
With several plants located in North America, each having multiple product lines, the
company was facing a complex challenge related to managing orders, materials and the
delivery of thousands of parts to line-side manufacturing cells. The average cost of each
finished product the company made was nearly $300,000 per machine and could approach
as much as $750,000. Thousands of machines and vehicles are produced annually.
After a long and distinguished history in the manufacture of mining and construction
equipment, the customer needed to become more competitive. Facing highly capable
suppliers from around the globe, and the prospects of rapidly growing construction and
mining markets in North America, Russia and East Asia, the need to be highly efficient and
cost effective became a driving business requirement to ensure the company preserved its
market leadership.
Upon analyzing their processes, this manufacturer realized that they were losing parts, subassemblies and other materials used in the production of their machines. This slowed down
production, forced line-side staff and management to search for inventory, and “doublecheck” all parts and part numbers against order numbers and to engage in re-work of
finished goods to address deficiencies and add missing components. These actions slowed
down production; increased finished goods costs and negatively impacted the company’s
competitiveness.
A key issue faced by the Customer was their use of parts received, stored and issued from third
party and foreign suppliers. Large sub-assemblies were stored in outdoor inventory locations
and smaller, individual parts were managed, picked and delivered to the line side by a third
party, in-house inventory management company. The lack of visibility into the movement of

these parts between the suppliers and the inventory management company to the shop floor led to a multitude of challenges, including at
any given time, a significant inability to find parts that were either “in transit” or missing, which made them impossible to account for. Partial
and late deliveries of parts to the point of use on the shop floor were frequent which led to delays in production.
This lack of visibility and knowledge of what, when and where specific parts and sub-assemblies would be delivered was recognized as
a major opportunity for the customer to solve and “lean-out” their manufacturing operations. The customer also believed if they could
streamline the delivery of inventory only when needed and track this inventory against specific purchase orders, they could streamline
production, minimize inventory costs and line side inventory hoarding. This “safety stock” line side inventory consumed plant floor
space and millions of dollars of capital the company could have used elsewhere.

The Solution
The company approached Serenic Software with the objective to enhance and
streamline its material management operations. After significant discussion,
process mapping and an analysis of the areas Serenic Software could add
value, the customer selected Serenic Software to deploy its flagship Materials
Management System (MMS) at the company’s manufacturing and parts
distribution facilities across the United States.
The implementation of Serenic Software’s MMS led to a dramatic improvement
in the effectiveness of the company’s inventory, third party supplier and material
management operations. Once deployed, MMS was able to provide shop floor
and material management with real-time visibility and tracing capability to track “in transit” and missing materials in seconds, rather
than in hours or days. With this capability in operation, management was able to locate and direct staff to ensure that the right material
deliveries arrived on time, where they needed to be and in the right quantities required for each order being processed at the time.
Material management system processes and performance improved dramatically as a result.
Specific, measurable improvements included an 11% improvement in inventory accuracy, a 10% improvement in staff productivity and
a reduction in inventory management errors equating to nearly $500,000 per year in annual labor savings. The planning and delivery
of materials to the line when required eliminated excessive reliance on safety stocks and the total work-in-progress inventory was nearly
eliminated providing a significant contribution to the Company’s strategy for “lean manufacturing”.
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